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Description Stock #306568 - If you like compact, functional and cool with lots of features then
this is the RV for YOU!This 2017 Winnebago Travato 59G has been gently used
and is ready to take your family and friends out on your next outdoor adventure.
This Travato is a rare and hard-to-find diesel version that will provide you with
better mileage and a longer-lasting engine.It is only 21 feet and can fit in regular
parking spots. It is nimble and easy to navigate as it drives more like a car than an
RV. If you are a fan of going off-grid and getting to more out-of-the-way outdoor
destinations, this Travato comes with a generator and solar panels. She also has
a rake for skis, bikes, and other outdoor gear.On the inside, the Travato has
everything you need to simplify your outdoor adventures. The captain chairs
swivel, with a well-equipped galley and a full bathroom. You can enjoy a hot
shower and kick back on the FROLI deluxe sleep system. When tomorrow comes,
do it all over again and truly enjoy how this Travato can empower all your
adventures.This is just a brief description of this amazing Class B listing. A buyer
should take a look in person to really see all of the Travato's features for all kinds
of outdoor adventures and activities.We are looking for people all over the
country who share our love for boats/RVs. If you have a passion for our product
and like the idea of working from home, please visit Careeers [dot] PopSells [dot]
com to learn more.Please submit any and ALL offers - your offer may be
accepted! Submit your offer today!You have questions? We have answers. Call us
at (941) 200-1030 to discuss this RV.Selling your RV has never been easier. At
Pop RVs, we literally sell thousands of units every year all over the country. Call
(855) 273-7188 and we'll get started selling your RV today.
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Basic information Year: 2017
Stock Number: 306568
VIN Number: rvusa-306568
Condition: Pre-Owned
Length: 21

Item address 98102, Seattle, Washington, United States
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